
To multiply this rattling sound, sticks or long 

thorns can be inserted into the fibers of the snare 

string.

A wank'ara's head with a snare string bristled with 

churqui's thorns.

Andean membranophones include drums – 

wank'ara, wankar, bombo –, one-hand drums – 

caja, tinya –, tabors, and snare drums. In tradi-

tional settings, many of them have a snare string – 

bordona, chirlera – stretched across one of the 

heads. The string changes the sound of the instru-

ment, making it more vibrant and, according to 

the Andean aesthetic which prefers complex, 

harmonic full sounds, richer.

Tras-tras-tras





Tayka, malta and ch'ili: the three sizes that make 

up a "tropa" of tarkas kurawaras.

The tarkas are fipple flutes native to Bolivia, made 

out of a piece of wood. The more rustic ones, from 

Oruro, are carved in white tarko wood and have 

an octagonal cross section, while "urban" ones, 

from La Paz, are made of brown mara wood and 

have a quadrangular section. "Tropas" of tarkas 

usually include three sizes, and among the most 

famous ones are the potosinas, the salinas, the 

kurawaras and the ullaras.

Their sound is very vibrant and shrilling like a 

guttural bellowing cry. If  a tarka doesn't sound 

like that, it is immediately discarded.

Roaring





The pinkillos mohoseños or moxeños (from 

Mohosa or Muqsa, in Bolivia) are among the most 

popular flutes of the Andean southern highlands. 

Heritage of the Aymara people, each "tropa" 

usually includes between 4 and 5 different sizes, 

their pitch set a fifth or an octave apart, and 

accompanied by cajas.

Three pinkillos mohoseños, salliba size, show 

their different faces. And their palt'jatanaka.

The largest size within the "tropa", called "salliba", 

is also one of the largest Andean aerophones; its 

length is such (up to 2 m.) that an external supple-

mentary air duct – the palt'jata – is required to 

blow the flute.

Giants





A couple of waka-pinkillos along with a waqtana, 

a drumstick with the stick head wrapped in raw-

hide.

The waka-pinkillos accompany the waka-tinti or 

waka-tokhori dance, mocking the colonial 

Spanish bullfighters.

Among the Andean pinkillos there is a very large 

family: the three-holes or one-hand flutes. These 

aerophones are played with one hand while the 

other beats a membranophone – drum, caja – 

hanging from the shoulder or hand. There are a 

number of varieties, the best known ones being 

the Bolivian waka-pinkillo, the Peruvian 

roncadora and the Ecuadorian pingullo.

With one hand





In Bolivia and Peru there are also pinkillos made 

of a tree branch (pinkillus and pinkhuyllus, 

respectively), whose sound resembles more the 

tarka than the recorder.

A couple of pinkillos; a modern Peruvian one, 

above, and an almost century-old Argentinean 

one, below.

The most common Andean pinkillos are fipple 

flutes made of cane, with a variable number of 

finger holes. They are the flutes par excellence, 

and in many cases show clear influences of the 

Iberian duct flutes. They are played throughout 

the Andes, both as a solo instrument and in 

"tropas".

The flutes





The globular flutes are the least abundant of 

Andean instruments, and the most curious and 

peculiar, both in their shapes and materials, and 

in the many ways they are played. Members of this 

family include deer skull whistles, bitonal stone 

and gourd flutes, clay wauqus and wislulus, and 

the much more popular ocarinas or isocas. The 

ones that can be found today in the Andes and the 

rest of South America come with mixed features 

inherited from pre-Hispanic and European pre-

decessors, and are used, in a variety of forms, for 

playing traditional and modern melodies.

A couple of ocarinas, instruments with roots on 

both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.

Clay bellies





Chap isquin caja, Chipaya people's triangular 

drum native to the Bolivian highland lakes and 

salt flats.

The best known and most widespread Andean 

instruments belong to the cultural heritage of the 

demographically majoritarian indigenous societ-

ies: Quechua and Aymara. However, there are 

smaller aboriginal groups whose cultural assets 

represent true gems. 

One of them are the Chipaya, Jas'shoni or 

Kot'suña, the "people of the water", who live 

around the lake Coipasa in the Bolivian highlands. 

The triangular shape of the box makes these 

drums unique in the Andes.

Triangles





Waylla qhepa, a shell trumpet similar to those 

used by chaskis, the runners who delivered mes-

sages throughout the Tawantinsuyu.

Large seashells were considered luxury items 

among Andean pre-Hispanic cultures, mostly 

because of their rarity. Obtained by trade with 

northern coastal peoples, they had a highly 

regarded ceremonial value but were also impor-

tant in daily life. They were used by messengers to 

announce their arrival, and by communities to 

call people to meeting. 

Seashells retain, even today, their sacred meaning, 

and continue to cry out for rebellion among 

Andean indigenous peoples.

Song of the sea





Ten thin black strings over the sound hole of a 

small "lauqueado" charango.

The charango is the best known member of the 

family of Andean small guitars, which includes an 

amazing number of varieties, from the qunquta to 

the chillador. All of them derive from the string 

instruments that Europeans brought to America 

during colonial times.

In its standard form, the most widespread one, the 

charango has five double strings. Its sounding box, 

traditionally made with a dried kirkinchu or 

armadillo shell for the back, is carved today in a 

single block of wood ("lauqueado" charango) or 

made of several pieces ("laminado" charango).

Strings
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